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Ahoy! This is the 65th article. Magellan was introduced, meaning it was chosen as a stakeholder article. Manga after skip manga time before skip anime time before episode 528; Chapter 425[1] Deputy Warden; [2] Chief Prison Officer (former) 45 (Premier)47 (after Skip Time)[4] Magellan
[6] is the deputy director of Impel Down. He was once the chief prison officer, but after his failure to stop the prison's only mass break-in, he was replaced by Honeybelle and demoted to deputy warden. [2] He was the main opponent during the discriminatory arc. Magellan is a big man, about
three times the height of a normal person. He has a face similar to a mandile, with very sharp teeth and a thick beard. His fingers are very similar to those of the blue gorillas. [1] He wears bat wings and ornaments like a horn on his head, the last of which he can pull out and use as a
weapon. Under those horns, he's got short black twin-tail hair. All in all, Magellan resembles a devil. While most guards wear white uniforms, Magellan wears a black suit with a red shirt underneath. His suit has more buttons than those of his subordinates. Hanging from his right shoulder is
a piece of rope. He's wearing what looks like the standard hat of Imple Down employees. 20 years ago, while Magellan was still the deputy chief, he had the same attire as today, except for the tanned uniform instead of black, and a green shirt. After Skip Time, Magellan still wears the same
attire as two years ago. He gained scars on the left side of his face covering his cheek and eye. Also, his left wing and left horn are broken and repaired with sheet metal. All the scars and new designs on his appearance are highly unlikely from the nearest attempted death he gained from
the Level 6 inmates who escaped. [2] When he was a little boy, he was chubby and his horns were much smaller. He had hairy arms and his coatings were painted black. He had a light-coloured shirt with a three-head dragon on it, paired with light coloured shorts and black shoes. He's
described as redunding some flowers. However, they died due to the poison fluid fanfare, showing that he already had his devil's fruit power as a child. Gallery [Editing Source | Photography: Magellan Anime Concept Art. Close-up of Magellan before Skip Time. Close-up of Magellan after
Skip Time, with scar inside. Magellan compared to normal humans. Magellan from One Piece Movie Cubes adventure island game. Magellan's fury from the Piece Diary collection. Magellan on the cover of one piece Nippon Joden! 47 Cruise CD. Video Games [Editing | Edit source]
Personality [Editing | Edit source] We let a single intruder slip through our defenses... And look where we ended up!!! — Magellan complains about the loss of security. The biggest madness is that his severe diarrhea is brought on by his frequent consumption of poisoned food. His devil's
fruit ability gives him immunity from being actually poisoned, but it doesn't spare him diarrhea. As a result, he spends about ten hours each day in the bathroom freeing himself and eight hours of sleep; Even after suffering from such conditions several times, he still insists on eating poisoned
food. It has been hinted that it is actually agoraphobic and enjoys dark, enclosed spaces. Magellan's special seat. Although he performs only about four hours of duty a day as the Dan of Impel Down, he still takes his role quite seriously and does not tolerate the bad behaviour of the
prisoners. Because he has permission to execute any of them he sees fit, he doesn't hesitate to wet them with the deadly poison of his Hydra, as seen with what happened on the 6th floor when insulted by inmates. Magellan also takes great pride in maintaining Impel Down's reputation as
impenetrable and inevitable, and felt personally offended when Monkey D. Lafi became the first to tarnish that record since Chicy 20 years ago. Despite his demotion, he is still considered Impel Down's most trusted man. Magellan's pride at Imple Down led him to reject the help of the
Marines and other foreigners, and instead took a chance and released his songs to assist him, which turned out to be a critical mistake that almost cost Magellan his life. Even when he was in near-death mode, Magellan wanted to take responsibility for the Level 6 inmates to the point that
he wanted to kill himself for his failure. [10] Magellan finds it amusing whenever someone he doesn't particularly like gets poisoned or strangled by his powers, evident when he is seen giggling at the unibal after he sighs toxic fog in the direction of the latter. Although he also does not
tolerate the toxic comments of the idiom (the actual term used is degenerate with the word distant) comments that he himself tends to use against himself. It also appears that he is not as emotionally rigid as the Unibal, as he clearly went head over heels and was easily persuaded by Boa
Hancock, while the deputy warden remained focused and serious with the crisis they were in. Despite the stupid aspects of himself, he is a very serious fighter, speaks little and never plays with his opponent. His cruelty applies not only to the prisoners, but also to his own people, as seen
when he reprimanded a guard who had been accidentally poisoned by his Hydra. Nor will he tolerate any of his own people who have misused their power, as he fired his songs for killing prisoners for fun and banned him on the 6th floor,[11] this intolerance makes Magellan incapable of
forgiving, as if he had received the help of his songs, he only deferred the death sentence, instead of retracting it. [9] Relationships [Source Editing] Magellan is quite loyal to the world government. He takes his duties quite seriously and is proud of the reputation of the prison. Even after the
war in Marineford, Magellan left his medical care to take responsibility for the mass outages despite his critical condition. Impel Down Personnel [Editing | Editing Source] A typical moment Magellan has with the Unibal. During his time as a warden, Magellan suffered no rebelliousness or
any disorderly conduct among his peers, which he would discipline with his toxic breath or even drown them in corrosive hydra if they were en route during a fight. Overall, Magellan places Impel's confidence down above the well-paying of his subordinates, especially when it comes to
serving his duties as prison warden. He and Hannibal were often at odds with each other between The Anibal's ambition and Magellan's negligence in most of his duties. Magellan would openly mock Hannibaal and often humorously try to poison him with his breath, although the latter
scolded Magellan's behaviour and diarrhea habits. Of all his subordinates, Hannibal was the one most likely to have been the target of Magellan's poison. However, despite their differences, Magellan acknowledged ThatAnibal was the only person who would truly be fit to take over as
commander-in-chief. After The Oval became a prison officer and Magellan was demoted to deputy warden, Magellan seemed unhappy that The Anibal had taken his job because of the break-in and how Nibal enjoyed it. He respects Sadie for her cruelty and tracking skills. Sometime over
time to skip, Sadie developed a crush on Magellan. Sentenced to death. This is a chance to postpone your sentence. There's no second chance. - Magellan's ruthlessness for abusing the regulations of his songs. His poems, which murdered many prisoners for fun, earned Magellan's wrath.
Magellan was willing to suspend the death penalty for his songs and reluctantly enlisted his help. [9] However, this turned out to be a mistake, when shirio betrayed the prison, murdered his fellow guards and defected to the Black Pirates. [12] Criminals [Editing | Editing Source] Has
permission to kill any criminal inside the walls of Impel Down. He doesn't care about them and he will willingly use extreme measures against them. His tolerance for prisoners is very low. When pushed to react, he covers them with poison and leaves them without a cure. In turn, while most
prisoners chatter about Magellan in his presence, they also fear him for his cruelty and, in particular, his hydra technique. When the mass break-in occurred, Magellan let his poison flood the place, giving the escaped prisoners no mercy. Regardless, Magellan does not abuse his right
Prisoners, and discourages his subordinates from doing so. He jailed his songs for killing prisoners for fun. 20 years ago before the series began, Sheikhy was the first inmate to escape from the great Impel Down prison by amputating his saggly legs and later replacing them with his
personal ruins as prosthetic limbs. Magellan (as deputy warden at the time) was seen reporting to his supervisor for his escape. Shayky's incident damaged the pride of the prison along with Magellan's. Monkey D. Laffey [editing source] Magellan holds some grudge against Monkey D.
Laffey, the first person ever to break into Impel Down which is not only a smudge into the perfect record of the great prison since Shayki, but also a personal insult to himself as the chief prison commander. This hatred only intensified when Lafi led a large number of inmates to attempt a
mass escape, causing the prison to deal with one of its biggest crises. Magellan swore he wouldn't let Lafi save Ace, and wouldn't let him out of jail. Unfortunately for him, that vow was not saved, as Luffy successfully led a mass burglary army out of prison, leading Magellan to endure the
ultimate humiliation. That's how Magellan tried to avenge the prisoners who stayed behind to help Lafi's escape, Mr. Bon Kuiri 2. Bentham's actions during the last states of Impel Down Arc were furious with Magellan. After a long and und lengthy battle on all floors alongside the rest of Imple
Down's breakaway team, Bentham managed to reach Level 1. However, he stayed behind to ensure the escape of the others. Having completed his mission by opening the gates and destroying the mechanism that controls him, Bentham confronts the real and horrified Magellan. He's back
to normal, ready to take Magellan's judgment. Eventually, Bentham fought Magellan, who asked him if he had any last words. He responded by saying he had no regrets. Magellan couldn't kill Bentham. Tit's invasion of the great prison caused further chaos. It is assumed that Titch suffered
a heavy blow to the already weak commander-in-chief magellan from Impel Down, either in the release of 6th floor prisoners, or in another direct confrontation. The teacher was also able to recruit Magellan's former subordinate songs to his pirate team after Magellan released his songs to
help with the mass break-in. Either way, Magellan was reported to have suffered near-fatal injuries, but Magellan claimed his condition was due to his pride. As a former commander of Impel Down, Magellan was in complete control of the prison. However, after the time skip, with Honeybelle
now warden and Magellan having been demoted to deputy warden, his control of the prison is second to Hannibal. To Mr. Bon Currie 2, Magellan is known for silencing even the most ultimate prisoners. Indeed, all prisoners are afraid of him. Even two former sea warlords, a crocodile and a
inaba, were concerned about Magellan's imminent arrival. He has both the authority and the ability to execute any of the prisoners inside Impel Down as he sees fit. [13] Despite being preoccupied by intense diarrhea for 10 hours a day, sleeping another 8 and outlets for another 2, Magellan
is still able to easily coordinate Impel Down's defensive squads in the event of a potential break-in or break-in, as well as being fully aware of all the mechanics of prison traps. However, since Magellan's working hours are limited by his diarrhea, his poems are considered more dangerous.
He also easily sent Blackbeard and his team when they first met. However, according to Shirio, it happened because they underestimated Magellan's power. Magellan was later badly beaten by the Black Buccaneers. Even without the powers of his devil's fruit, Magellan is much stronger
than ordinary humans, when he easily blocked a wax-covered gomo without a single-hand champion's stamp, as well as stone pillars thrown at him by Inazuma with his two forearms. He also pinned Ace with just one hand as the young pirate tried to escape. It is also very durable, as it has
taken many of The Monkey's D. Luffy gear's second straight attacks on (an impressive feat as Luffy's second Gear attacks are able to breach strong defenses quite easily) and managed to stand back to continue fighting without sustained injuries, as well as receiving multiple shots of cannon
fire without any injuries as a result. Magellan is relatively uns shocked by the boiling temperatures of levels 3 and 4 or subzero temperatures of Level 5 in Impel Down. Devil's Fruit [Editing | Editing Source] More info: Doku Doku no Mi Magellan covers himself with magellan poison and ate
the docu-no mi, a very powerful devil fruit paramecia[5] that allows him to create and manipulate poison. Magellan can produce these toxins in various benefits and forms, such as breathing simple toxic gas and oily put bent in place, blowing bubbles of tear gas to stun opponents, or create a
very deadly liquid poison. His most infamous technique, one known to most prisoners within the walls of Imple Down, is a three-head dragon named Hydra; The attack consists of a corrosive liquid poison that causes fatal nerve paralysis and dissolves the victims simultaneously. His Hydra
also had the power to easily defeat the Black Buccaneers effortlessly, though shirio stated that the team underestimated Magellan. Magellan usually creates a thick layer of liquid poison around it as armor, including its high He has an advantage against fighters in the next quarter who rely
on physical contact. Because of the fruit's powers, Magellan is immune to all types of poison. Poison gives it a taste for food, but while it's immune to poison, the food instead hits it with diarrhea. It's a big problem for him because he likes to eat poisoned food. The effects of doro doro noo
me seem to neutralize Magellan's poison, as seen when Mr. 3 blocked an attack with his candle wall. Another example is when Mr. 3 designed wax armor for Laddie, allowing Effie to attack Magellan without poisoning himself. It proved to be short-lived, however, as a stronger version of
Magellan's poison, Kinjite, which forms the venom demon: Judgment of Hell, was used and dissolved the wax armor Lafi wore. Venom demon: The verdict of hell appears as a giant diabolical animal, at the sight of the skeleton, and Magellan has stated that the poison used is powerful
enough to destroy impel down itself. Not only is the poison deadlier and more grandmotherly than hydra, it also spreads from every surface it touches, literally infecting everything, including stone. It is not known if there is an antidote to this poison, but given that it immediately kills the
infected once the infection completely covers the victim, no such antidote exists. Weapons [editing | edit source] The ends of Magellan's horns are adhesive, and can be worn like boxing gloves on four fingers (thumbs stick out). The sharp dots allow the weapons to cut and penetrate.
Magellan can also transmit his poison abilities through the rays and dissolve anything they touch. [8] History [Editing | Editing Source] Past[Editing | Editing Source] Early Life [Editing | Editing Source] Sometime during his childhood, Magellan ate docu-no-who. This had a fairly negative
effect because a flower he treated died from the poison dripping from his body. [15] Shayky's breakout [editing source] Magellan as deputy director reported On Shayky's escape. 22 years ago, when Sheiki escaped from his cell and the large prison, Magellan (who was still his deputy



warden) went to his cell and was shocked to learn that Sheiki had mined his scathing legs to allow the break-in. In another incident, Magellan is seen confronting his colleague, the commander whose songs from the rain murdered impel down prisoners for his sheer enjoy. After his ministers
demonstrated his indifference to Magellan's objections and raged, the director decided to strip his songs of his sentences as commander of the Chief Guard and sentenced him to six to exactly the same prison they both guarded until his sentencing. After Vice Admiral Monga arrived at Impel
Down with Boa Hancock to visit Portgas d'Ace, Magellan introduced himself Commented on the toilet, saying it was a vicious struggle. Magellan also said it was too bright, saying he wanted to be in a closed place, while he wanted to close his heart to the world. Magellan apologized for
being late while freeing himself. The Unibal suggested it could be all the poison Magellan ate. With that, Magellan said he likes poison that says poison should be fought with poison. Hannibal told Magellan to rush out of his seat by mistake, when he was supposed to express his opinion that
Magellan would quickly take visitors to see Ace. Magellan said he was cursed with such subordinates. He sighed and let go of a breath of poison. The Enibal was briefly subdued, while Hancock, Domino and Mumonga wore gas masks. Furious, Hancock jumped on Magellan's chest and
looked up, saying that the air was bad with his poison. Magellan then remarked on Hancock's beauty as Hannibal sat on the seat of chief warden, with Dominicans noting it. Magellan and Unibal then escorted Boa Hancock to Ace's cell. After reaching level 6, Magellan was annoyed by the
screams of the prisoners who called Hera Hancock. He used his special attack, Hydra, and attacked one of the prisoners, declaring that he had the strength and powers to execute them all on the spot. After Hancock left, Magellan received news of Laddie's infiltration, and Magellan ordered
all troops to report to the 4th floor to prepare for an interception. Just as Lafi and Mr. Bon Currie were near the kitchen, Magellan suddenly fell out of nowhere in front of them, with his powers already activated and ready to fight. When I saw it, the guards tried quickly to get out of the way,
begging Magellan to wait before he started fighting so they wouldn't get carried away by his poison. Bon Kuiri yelled at Lafi not to fight him, told him about his poison powers and that they should forget about finding food and run away. Magellan then informed them that the guards and the
team were blocking the exits, effectively trapping the team level. He also revealed his intention to get Lafi to tell him how he got into Impel Down. However, Laffey refused to say even if he was dead. Thus, the fighting began, with Magellan using his toxic hydra and sending her after the two,
forting Lafi and Chevon to flee while some guards puzzled and became trapped in the wave. As the guards wedded in pain and begged for the antidote, Magellan scolded them for entering his battle range, while Laffey jumped off the bridge and grabbed on a hanging stake platform, hoisting
himself at him and burning himself in the process since hoisting the flames. However, he managed to destroy one of the lidars that had been dive into the blood draw, while the rest were out of range to attack Laffey. Magellan opposed it by inflating a poison bubble called chloro. Towards
Eddie, who exploded as soon as he reached the dock. Laffey managed to jump to another one to prevent the explosion, but suddenly gas was produced from it. The guards quickly wore masks, and responded that it was the tear gas sneezing, causing Laffey's eyes (and the unfortunate
prisoners on the level) to water and sneeze uncontrollably. Laffy hits Magellan with Jet Bazooka. Magellan then had the hydra stretch laddie's position and used it to swim to the straw hat, dubbing the move Venom Road. The warden then lowered his horns, equipped them with his hands
and tried to stab Laddie Ethan. The horns were also coated in poison, evident when Laffey evaded assault and saw the rocks he hit melt immediately (similar to a crocodile's poison line). Magellan attacked again, but Laddie turned the attack as his leg onto the platform caused it to break
and sent him falling towards the flames. Even so, Luffy saved himself by using his Gomu Gomu not stamp, knocking himself back on the main bridge, Luffy found himself tired as Magellan stood over him, asking him if he still wanted to keep fighting. However, Laffey declared his
determination to save his brother, and that if he could not win by not being eliminated in Magellan, he would have to make a sacrifice to do so. Lafi immediately activated Gear Second and proceeded to hit Magellan with Jet Bazooka, hitting Dan in prison, but at the same time, was also given
poison on his hands. Magellan was surprised he did get laffy, but Laffey was worse off when the poison destroyed his hands. Regardless, he hit the warden with a jet gun, just as the warden swelled up and fired multiple chlorine rounds. Laffoy dodged and went for a jet gun, but Magellan
responded with his hydra, called off the attack and dribbed to the character with more poison. Laffey tried to go a little further, but Magellan breathed fog into the air that the ranger called a cloud of poison, causing Laffey's vision to become hazy and causing him to lose his hearing. Magellan
poisons Laffey. Magellan declared that even Laffey's hands wouldn't respond to him, because the cloud would eventually prune him out of everything, to which Laddie began to double the score. Laffey tried to attack Magellan again, but the attack didn't even come close to hitting Dan in
prison as the poison continued to affect him. Magellan will be amazed at his mental strength. Laffey tried again, but kicked the flames of the bridge, and burned himself once more. Magellan finally decided to end the fight and completely covered Lafi with his hydra. Lafi Hobbs, covered head
to toe in poison as he melted towards him. Magellan cited it as punishment for invading Imple Down and explained that within 24 hours, Laffey would go to the real hell. Magellan ordered the guards to throw Lafi to Level 5, despite the fact that he would die anyway. On the 4th floor, Magellan
found everything. The guards knocked the door on the 3rd floor open. After the Idibal amassed, Magellan was informed that Beon Currie had ploughed back to level three. Magellan ordered the guards to capture him and pressured the prison guard's animals to disperse, and ordered others
to clean everything up when he went to his sealed place (the bathroom). When asked what to do with the captured Buggy and Mr. 3, he left the Unibal to do as he wanted. Hannibel told the guards to go help capture Bon Calledi, who they answered. In the elevator leading to level six,
Domino scolded Magellan for his delay and informed him that they would move Ace to transportation at 9 a.m. sharp and failure on an important mission would cause a huge swack on their record. Magellan later arrived in Ace's cell, preparing to transfer him to Onigumu and his naval unit.
After reaching the top, Magellan heard about Lafi reaching level 6 and expressed surprise that Luffy had survived his poison. Magellan slammed Ace, who tried to flee to the elevator back to the 6th floor after also hearing the report, to the ground. Magellan poisons the black beard robbers.
After turning Ace over to the Marines, Magellan traveled to Level 2 after hearing of another riot to deal with it himself by poisoning nearly all the inmates, releasing his powerful poison cloud all over the floor to kill the remaining prisoners and blocking all exits with poison to prevent them from
escaping. He was seen using Dan Dan Moshi to tell Anibal to hold on on to the 4th floor and that himself would be there himself, and then switched the media to his songs, accepting his offer of assistance provided it was just a postponement of the death sentence that hung over the former
warden's head. Magellan soon encountered a related sedi, who lost her battle against Iowa. Magellan ordered to be released as he prepared to take the Black Pirates head-to-head. Magellan spotted Blackbeard and used his hydra movement on the BlackBeard Bandits, disabling them.
After finding Hannibal beaten and unconscious, the warden complimented him for holding on as long as he did so before noting that Hannibal was the only heir That Magellan would ever get to replace him. Magellan then shouted to Lafi and said he wouldn't let the straw hat escape alive.
Magellan fought in Iwankov. Baggy, Mr. 3, and their gang quickly reached Level 1, continuing the riots from there while Lafi's breakout reached level 3. However, Magellan quickly closed, overpowering most of the rioters who fled with them and quickly reducing their numbers. He later
reached the stairs to Level 2 and confronted Iowa and Insoma. After Inazuma cut the staircase to pieces and blocked the exit, Magellan began fighting in Iowa. Iowa was later seen kneeling on the ground On his face. Magellan just looked at her as Yva got back up, with a normal face,
tossing a mask of heavy makeup away. Magellan stated that Iowa bores him and Iowa responded with Nyocame Kano. He used a move called dream-strike-condemn-reverse-boxing, which Magellan was preparing to respond to. After neutralizing Iowa by dipping in poison, Magellan went
on to Level 1 through Venom and confronted Inzuma. A dazuma Inazuma prepared to fight and cut more floor off the ground and used them as a defensive position as Magellan moved forward. At the exact same time, Magellan used Hydra, forcing all the prisoners to keep running. When he
was about to attack Laddie's group, his hydra was stopped by Mr. 3's candle wall. After Mr. 3 equipped Laddie's arms and legs with wax boxing gloves and shoes, the warden attacked them with another Hydra, forcing Mr. 3 to create another candle wall. Laffey jumped out and hit Magellan
with a gomo gomo without a champion rifle. The attack knocked Magellan back with no effect on Laffey, effectively allowing the straw hat to fight one-on-one without being poisoned. The other prisoners managed to find cannons, which they ease through the candle wall and shoot at
Magellan, hitting him further. Magellan's last resort, Demon Ares: Gigoco not Shippen. Magellan suddenly switched to a new type of poison called Kingit, which he explained could destroy Impel Down itself. Magellan closed in on the little power that held up against him. Lafi tried to fight
Magellan even more, but Magellan simply shrugged off Gomo Gomo without a stamp. The poison crawled into Laddie's wax leg armor, which Mr. 3 used doro doro canceling. Magellan went on to use the venom demon: The Trial of Hell, forcing Mr. 3 and Efi to flee as he continued his
approach, unable to stop him. Magellan later cornered the escaped prisoners near the prison entrance. At that moment, Iowa used Wink Hell to launch himself and Inazuma to the top of the prison. As Magellan and his venom demon moved forward, Lafi powered third gear. In the middle of
it, Mr. 3 created a giant wax wall with spikes on one side. Laffy used a gomo gomo no giganto stamp and pushed the wax wall into the venom demon, pushing it back for a moment. However, the poison began to eat through the wall. Laffey urged Herbe to wake up and told everyone to hold
on to Iowa's face. Magellan determined that their plan would fail and that they would not flee. However, Iowa used its hellish wink and sank into the sea, holding everyone on it. After the prisoners were picked up by a large school of whale sharks summoned by Ginaba, Magellan looked at
the rescuer band in shock and fury as he suffered the ultimate humiliation of letting the first ever mass burglary occur in Imple Down's history. Quick action to make sure the prisoners don't escape alive, Magellan The naval battleships stationed outside to open fire on the one where the
fugitives are located, and I talked about one of them to take them out himself. Magellan assured himself that with the gates of signed justice, there was nowhere to escape the prisoners. However, to the astonishment as well as of the Marines, the gates began to open, supposedly ordered to
do so by Magellan himself. Magellan and the other guards were shocked when they found Mr. 2 standing there, dancing his traditional ockama dance. Magellan takes his anger out on Mr. 2. Magellan was preparing to take his anger out on Mr. 2, who declared that he had no regrets. Mr 2
survived the onsling and the prison ranger was stained with the shame of allowing 241 prisoners to escape his clutches. Rescued by his songs, the Black Pirates managed to free four Level 6 prisoners to increase their crew strength before leaving Impel Down, meaning they, too, managed
to elude, or even defeat, Magellan. After the war ended in Marineford, Sengoko was informed that Magellan had regained consciousness in the clinic bed after receiving severe beatings. Despite being in such bad shape, Magellan claimed he wanted to take the responsibility, even went so
far as to want to kill himself for his failure. [10] Fishman Island Saga [Editing | Edit source] from World Decks[Editing | Edit source] After a time skip, Magellan feared once demoted to deputy warden while his former subordinate, Honeybelle, became manager of Impel Down. Sadie also
recently fell in love with Magellan. [2] Four Emperors Saga [Editing | Source Editing] Kuma [Editing Source] He was assigned to keep Donquixote Doflamingo and stayed out of sight as an ex-warlord spoke to him from inside his cell. [18] Great battles [source editing] anime and manga
differences [editing source] in chapter 446, the anime was a flashback to his past. Olive was the first prisoner he took care of, and she managed to get the new guard down, killed him and stole his clothes. Unfortunately for her, almost immediately after wearing the uniform and pandering to
the innocence of the Unibal, she was captured by Deputy Director Magellan, who appeared behind her. Olive was taken into custody by two guards while she struggled pointlessly. In Manga, Shirio wanted to help Magellan and told the police to contact Magellan because he wanted to help
him. But in anime, Magellan decided to ask Singro to help them. This banga doesn't show Bon Kurei blocking Lafi from attacking Magellan, nor showing Bon Kurei trying to confuse Magellan with mana mana not mi. Magellan's early idea from one green piece. In one green piece: Secret
pieces, Magellan's early concept was introduced, in which Ode imagined a more magellan of Hell's not the chief warden. Merchandise [Editing | Source Editing] Video Games[Editing | Source] Appearances Play[Editing | Source] Enemy Shows [Editing | Source] Support Shows[Editing |
Source] Trivia[Editing | Editing Source] His name is similar to the name of famous Portuguese naval explorer Ferdinand Magellan who is said to have died from a toxic crush. His favorite foods are poison soup and pogo sashimi with the poison still in it. In anime, the prisoners on the 6痢th
floor like to call Magellan Jerry Yero (Jerry Yero郎 Jerry Yarrow?, literally translated as a diarrhea villain or, more literally, a crappy bastard); Translating FUNimation into this term is a shit man. In the actual FUNimation dub, the prisoners call Magellan, a diarrhea man. Each refers to
Magellan's tendency to eat poisoned food and therefore suffers from diarrhea for ten hours each day. Like a Caesar clown, Magellan's evil face and goat horns make him resemble a stereotypical demon figure; Especially in the format, a pagan being described as a winged humanoid goat.
In addition to the foregoing, his appearance and diarrhea may be a reference to Belphegor, the prince of hell associated with lazy sin, usually described as a bearded man with horns sitting on a toilet. [Editing | Editing Source] ♥ 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 Part One Manga and Anime —
Volume 54 Chapter 528 (p. 6) and Chapter 425, Magellan Is Shown. ♥ 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 Piece of Manga — Vol. 67 Episode 665, Cover Story: From the Decks of the World Vol. 45, Magellan looks after Skip Time as deputy director twice. ♥ One deep blue piece: The World of Characters (p.
174), Magellan's birthday is given. ♥ 4.0 4.1 4.2 Life Card - One piece visual dictionary , Magellan's information is revealed. ♥ 5.0 5.1 Manga and Anime One Piece — Volume 68 Chapter 671 (p. 12) and Chapter 597, Caesar declares that he does not want to compare to Parmesia as
Magellan. ♥ Life Card - Visual dictionary one piece, Magellan's name is Roman. ♥ SBS One Piece Manga — Vol. 69 (p. 146), Magellan Without Wings ♥ 8.0 8.1 Manga and Anime - Volume 55 Chapter 534 and Chapter 435, Magellan is seen pulling out his horns and using them as
weapons. ♥ 9.0 9.1 9.2 Manga and Anime One Piece — Volume 56 Chapter 542 (pp. 9-10) and Chapter 444, Magellan agrees to release his songs but only temporarily to deal with the penetration of Laffey and Teach. ♥ 10.0 10.1 10.2 Manga and Anime One Piece — Volume 59 Chapter
581 (p. 14) and Chapter 490, all information about black pirates including his songs was given to naval headquarters from Bernau to Sangoku. ♥ 11.0 11.1 11.2 11.3 Manga and Anime One Piece — Volume 55 Chapter 538 (pp. 11-12) and Chapter 440, from the Iowa Flashback, Magellan
was outraged by the abuse of his songs in the authorities. ♥ One piece manga and Volume 56 Chapters 542-549 and Chapters 444-452, as soon as he is released from his cell, his poems reveal his true colors by expelling his fellow guards and by joining the Blackbeard Sea Police officers.
♥ One Piece Manga and Anime — Volume 54 Chapter 531 and Chapter 432, Magellan reminds the unruly prisoners who are being resurred by Hancock that he has the authority to execute them. ♥ One Piece Manga and Anime — Volume 55 Chapter 538 (p. 11) and Chapter 440, Ivankov
states that Magellan and Shiryu's strengths are similar, with the latter more dangerous because of Magellan's limitations. ♥ SBS One Piece Manga — Volume 69. ♥ One Piece Manga — Volume 0 Chapter 0. ♥ One piece of manga and anime — volume 54 chapter 528 and 425. ♥ One Piece
Manga — Volume 90 Chapter 906. External Links [Editing | Editing Source] Diarrhea – Wikipedia article on the condition Magellan suffers from. Satan - Wikipedia article about satan. [Edit | Edit Source] Source]
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